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Kensington Publishing. Paperback / softback. Book Condition:
new. BRAND NEW, What She Doesn't Know, Beverly Barton, In
The Wake Of A Tragedy She Can't Forget. . . Twenty years ago,
Jolie Royale witnessed a crime that stained her home, Belle
Rose plantation, with her family's blood. A shooting left her
mother, her aunt, and her aunt's suspected lover dead, and
Jolie critically wounded. The case was ruled a double homicide
and suicide and quickly closed, though rumors abounded as to
the murderer's real identity. . . The Face She Can't Remember. .
. Jolie would never forget that day--but she could never recall
the killer's face. And now she is coming home. With mixed
feelings she returns for her father's funeral, feelings that turn
into dread when the investigation into the triple murder is
reopened--and it becomes clear as day that a killer is still on
the loose. . . . . .May Be The Last One She Sees Determined to
put the past to rest, Jolie turns to Max Devereaux for help.
Years ago, he made no secret of his resentment toward her
family, but it seems many things have changed--including
Jolie's feelings for her unlikely ally. Now, as...
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This written publication is fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Tevin McClur e-- Tevin McClur e

I just started o  reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth
looking at. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask
me).
-- Pr of . Jer em ie K oz ey-- Pr of . Jer em ie K oz ey
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